Aboriginal Love

You are not Indigenous because you are a part of a club or not a part of a club, or of a private society, association or institution, etc. No man can change the descent nature of another. Aboriginal and Indigenous is a status refinement, not a Nationality. Those who are aboriginal are 'first', as 'ab' means to come down from, to be first, from the beginning, as in ab intio - from intial. As a divine spirit manifest in the flesh, you are 'ab' - coming down from the spirit, manifested in the flesh as the ab-origin al to the land, the original Man, as is supported in Genesis 1; manifested on the 6th day of creation. Not necessarily Genesis 2, which speaks of Adam and the descendants of Adam, everyone now knows, Adam was NOT the first, nor only being, as others were here at that time and when Cane fled into the land of Nod, after slaying Abel. The use of common sense and reasonable analysis is what is meant by: "If I could just get you to thinking you would free yourself".

The 6th day of creation is Friday. This is affirmed in the 101 teachings, wherein your manifestation into the flesh is a holy (and holistic) occurrence, thus properly symbolized as Friday (day named after heavenly body Venus - feminine (creating) energy, also known as Maat, Libra, Astarte, and other feminine Attributes. Thus Friday (Viernes) is the day man was formed in the flesh (mothers womb) **and** Friday is the day man departed from the flesh (from mothers womb). The question of where you came from is answered; the reason Friday is a holy day is also answered and the reason this is 'Divine' and National activity is answered as well. Moors are the FIRST Navigators, mooring upon the waters and the land. This is why no matter where you go, or say, or think you come from, you will find copper colored, dark skinned people as the aboriginals and ancient ones. The further you go back, you will see even darker heavily melenated aboriginal people across all 4 corners of this earth (Asia). This fact is also supported in the Inter Cataera Divina Papal by Pope Alexander the VI, as to how they found dark-melenated people, during their 1400 crusades. Translating to approximately 800 in Moorish / Islamic Calendar. They set their sites on conquering the people by way of forcing their version of Christianity upon them at the penalty of killing them because their 'god' said it was right to do so in the name of Christianity if they did not convert to their version of religion, of which they call Christianity unto today. It is pretty warped and inhumane to think that someone would murder someone else for not converting to their version of religion. They got their version of christianity from christ, which is the crystal clear, pure and cleansing rays of the Sun, of which they endeavor to endure without being burnt even unto today, as that causes skin disease, melanoma, leprocy (of old terminology). They were otherwise known as Cretins, those with skin disease. From Cretin came Christians and their version of Christianity. This is why you CANNOT be a Christian. Read the "Beginning of Christianity" Chapter 46 of the Circle 7 Holy Koran, and learn more regarding same as to why you cannot be a party to said Christianity and why you MUST give back their religion, which belongs to them for their salvation. You must accept the old time religion, of which they have based their religion off of, centered around the Sun, which is the Christ Ray. We have strayed after strange gods of Europe, of which we know nothing about. Religion means to bind back, to re-allegiance yourself. It is nothing scary, nor is it anything to shun or throw out the baby with the bath water.

**These are documented facts and not opinions.** In their Christian Crusades / Conquest intent, they did not discover the land or the people, as they were already here. In fact at Ellis Island today, they post that there were over 200 cultures, or tribes / family of people here when they got here, who are the aboriginals of the land. Anyone who is aboriginal is indigenous, of the ancient ones. Thus, they must go back to the 'mindset' of their ancient foremothers and fathers, (before modern european colonization). For those who think that is some outdated concept, then at least go back to knowing that your predecessors are the ancient foremothers and fathers of civilization and civilization principles. When you couple that with honoring your mothers and fathers, somehow, I trust it paints a different story and in fact changes your mindset.

**Some will succumb to anger,** become emotional and upset that they have been lied to, but be not hasty, always remain in an intelligent tone and know the truth being told is what insures it all goes back in the hands of Moors (first navigators). It is IMPERATIVE to get your mindset straight. Don't bring the hate, because we must learn to love instead of hate, as Love is the first principle, which brings the Light of Truth; Truth brings Peace to Bear freedom (from lies, encumbrances and mental chains); and with Freedom Justice is done.